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Moderato

There is an Irish Banshee on the starboard
I've been in Arctic regions I was there with
The ghost of Pirate Morgan said to Captain

pizz.

side We saw it in the "dog-watch" when the dog was tied I
Cook Altho' I've never told you it is in the book We
Kidd We fought a lot of battles you can bet we did We've
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think it's "Dan McGinty" and I've got a hunch. His
sailed to South Chicago don't you tell a soul. A
seen a lot of Pirates but I will be cursed. Of

ghost came on the ship when we had Irish stew for lunch.
mong the Swedes and Irish there we also found a "Pole."
all the "Pirates" I have seen Hans Wagner is the worst.

Chorus

He is a ghost with an evil eye,

Chorus

evil eye, an evil eye. And he gets the little

Ban-Shee 3
kids who cry, the kids who cry

So if you're bad, you had better flee,

better flee, we'd better flee To keep away from the wild Banshee, the wild Banshee.